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The PI Behavioral Assessment helps you determine if someone has the right
personality for the job.
The PI Job Assessment™ pinpoints the behavioral traits and cognitive ability
someone would need to be successful in a given role.
The PI Cognitive Assessment helps you understand the speed at which
someone learns new information. Together, these PI hiring assessment
tools increase your ability to predict candidate success.
Selling Skills Assessment Tool™ (SSAT) provides accurate statistical data
that reflects your organizational structure, and lets you see exactly where
you are today—individual, team and company-wide strengths and areas for
growth. Your Sales Skills Assessment (SSAT) analysis gives you a solid
understanding of where your team stands—and where they need to go. 

The Predictive Index® is the leader in Talent Optimization that empowers
entire organizations to align their people strategy with business strategy for
optimal business results.
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SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
FIT FOR YOUR TEAM



One quick assessment.

Deep understanding!

Does your organization have a superpower?
Maybe mindreading? Empathy?
Seeing the future?
X-ray vision?

THE WISDOM OF AN ENLIGHTENED WORKFORCE

When your employees have insight into each other’s needs, goals and workstyles
through behavioral insights, it is almost like you have all four.
Instead of conflict, misunderstandings, or ten people rowing in ten directions,
your employees can better understand both themselves and one another, and
work together to achieve your goals.
Insights from behavioral assessments can show you what matters  most to every
member of your team, and let you predict and head off issues before they arise.
You can even make better hires based on behavioral and cognitive traits.

How does it work?

Diagnose your business challenges
Design your people strategy in line with your business plan
Hire the best people for any position
Inspire and engage your workforce, thus achieving

When used for hiring, it’s used in conjunction with the PI Job Assessment.
The BA takes only six minutes to complete (on average).
It’s an untimed assessment.
Assessment takers receive two lists of adjectives.
The BA is a free-choice, stimulus-response assessment tool.
Candidates can take it in the language of choice.
It measures  four behavioral drives: Dominance, Extraversion, Patience, and
Formality.
The BA is a good indicator of a person’s workplace behavior.
After someone takes the BA, they get their unique behavioral pattern.
Assessment takers are also assigned one of 17 Reference Profiles.

Talent Optimization is a set of validated assessments and processes forming a
discipline which enables you to align your people strategy with your business
strategy to maximise results.
This four-part strategic discipline highlights what actions are needed to help you
to:

the desired business results
Here are 10 facts about the PI Behavioral Assessment:
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Find out why more than
8,000 clients around the
world use The Predictive
Index to hire and manage
more productive,
harmonious teams.

For more information
please visit:
www.predictiveindex.com

Success story since 1955 
147 Countries where PI® is used
Available in 72 Languages
80 of the Global Fortune companies are
clients of PI®
27 of the Top 100 Companies to work for
use PI®
Over 3,8 million surveys scored in 2019
52,700 Trained PI® Analysts
more than 35,164 clients worldwide
570 validity studies were conducted to
make sure that the PI® instrument is free
of bias, valid and reliable
Recognized and recommended by The
European Federation of Psychologists'
Associations
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Decision making process
Mental energy
Natural Leadership style
Natural Communication & Influence style
Natural Sales style
Leadership behaviors for this person (how do I want to be leaded?)
Working environment that will stimulate his/her productivity and engagement
Job match

The PI behavioral assessment is purpose-built to evaluate people’s key behavioral drivers in
the workplace. It was created to evaluate people’s behaviors at work- both their inherent
(natural- Self) behavioral drivers, their perceptions of what behaviors are expected from
them (my assumption-Self-concept) and coping behavioral pattern (stress resistance-
Synthesis)-Work with whole Person
In addition, this short report provides you with following data: 

One quick assessment.
Deep understanding!

Explanatory
report:
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RECRUITMENT ANALYTICS:
Job Matching

RECRUITMENT ANALYTICS:
Conduct job target conversation with

a line manager; Cultural fit interview guide; Job interview guide
Job coaching guide: strengths and areas of growth

Explanatory
report:
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Support Managers in their Work with their
Team and Give managers tools to tailor their

leadership style

SUPPORT MANAGERS
in their Work with an Individuum

Support Managers in their Work with
their Team and Give managers tools to

tailor their leadership style

Explanatory
report:
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Team performance is
critical to business
success. To achieve high
performance, it's
important to understand
the team's behavioural
dynamics.
Our report is designed to
provide insight into the
combined behavioural
dynamics and individual
differences along four
main areas:

Overall
Communication
Taking-action
Decision-making

Explanatory
report:

TEAM’S WORK-STYLE:
Support Managers in their Work

with their Team:
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How team members work
together.
Is the team goal oriented
and impatient for results?
Is the team cooperative
and relaxed?

How team members
communicate with each
other to solve problems
and build relationships.
Are communications
formal and thoughtful or
informal and intense?

Team’s Communication Style

Overall Team’s Work StyleExplanatory
report:



How work gets done in
the team. Do things get
done through tasks or
people? Is execution
about process or
innovation?

How team members work
together to make decisions.
Are decisions made
collaboratively or
independently? Are they
generally safe or risky?

Team’s Decision-Making Style
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Team’s Action-Taking StyleExplanatory
report:
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Company
strategy
statement: 
We are the fast
growing
facility service
provider in the
word. We are
going to be
the world’s
greatest
service
organisation.

START UP
Entrepreneurial Drive

Push Change
Compete

RAPID GROWTH
Building Organization while

multi-tasking
Tension between

Democratic/Participative vs.
Autocratic/Entrepreneurial

MATURITY
Expert Maintenance

Process Control
Task Management

OVERALL TEAM BEHAVIORAL PROFILE
AND ORGANIZATIONAL GROWTH

What are our team capacities?
What type of employees/leaders do we need?

Strategic Analytics for the OrganisationExplanatory
report:
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THE PREDICTIVE INDEX®' CLIENTS



Get in touch now for pricing & information PI@AIE.AL

Your Predictive Index® Team
in Albania & Kosova

BIANCA DURO
Austrian Institute of Excellence
Associate
Predictive Advantage

DR. LARISSA WINTER
Galagan Advisory
Certified Partner
Predictive Index
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